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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of this study to 

develop objective measures for evaluating the job performance of dairy 

product retail routemen. 

The reason for developing objective measures for evaluating the job 

performance of these routemen was to set up a training program which would 

cover all the various elements of job performance . 

Statement of the hypothesis . The basic hypotheses for this study 

were as follows : that differences in performances of aairy routemen can 

• be measured quantitatively; that this performance can be analyzed into 

different parts; and that the relationship between these different parts 

can be identified and measured . 

Organization of remainder of the thesis . Chapter II is a review 

of the pertinent literature of sales personnel research . The literature 

which was reviewed covered the following topics : search for the criterion, 

techniques of sales personnel research, application blanks and personal 

history ratings , interviewing nethods and interviewers ' rating scales , 

aptitude tests and sales personnel selection, and the role of personality 

and interest inventories . Chapter III is a discussion of the methods 

used in this study . The results of the study are found in Chapter IV. 

Chapter V is devoted to incidental findings that were thought to be a 

technique of arriving at the problem of this study, but they were found 

to be inadequate for one reason or another . Chapter VI contains the 

sillllIIlary and the conclusions of the study. The recommendations based upon 



the conclusions reached in this study are found in this chapter. 

Limitation of the study. The main limitation of this investigation ------
was the fact that the job i:erfarmance of only twenty-f our dairy routemen 

was analyzed. Another limitation was the homogeneous nature of the group 

under investigation. 

2 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction. The generating force behind much of contemporary 

American industry is competition . Competition manifests itself not only in 

holding down the cost of production, but also in cutting the costs of 

distribution . Selling the product, once it is ma.de, is a necessary oper

ation; therefore, selling costs may be legitimately regarded as distribution 

costs . Every firm which has marketing responsibilities will find it 

pertinent to inquire ; How can selling costs be kept down? Before an 

intelligent appraisal of selling costs can be made, it is necessary to 

measure the effectiveness of performance of sales personnel w:i.. th a view 

toward improving such performance through better selection and training 

methods . 

The magnitude of the sales field was indicated by the 1940 census1 

which listed 2, 905, 274 persons as being engaged in sales operations . It is 

small wonder that managenent is developing an intense interest in selection 

methods which show promise of bringing about a minimum turnover in its sales 

staffs . Whitmore, 2 in making a hypothetical analysis of an industry where 

the product was a machine or tool sold by the manufacturer direct to the 

consumer, estimated that $1,000, 000 of new business would cost $210, 000 in 

1 Bureau of the Census , Sixteenth Census of the United States : 1940, 
Population, Volume III, The Labor Force , Part I ,United States Summary,-
(The United States Printing Office, 1943), p . 76 . 

2 Eugene Whitmore, 11\Vhat Does It Cost to Finance Sales? 11 , American 
Business , 15:10, 1945. 



selling expenses. Laidley,l the Sales Development Manager of the White 

Motor Company, asserted that a turnover of one hundred salesmen cost the 

company $365,000--$165,000 factual plus $2,000 per man to train replace-

ments. 

Many companies have turned to professional consultants for 

assistance. In one instance, at least, this was done collectively. A 

majority of the insurance corporations banded together to establish the 

Life Insurance Management Association. Part of its functions, according 

4 

to Armstrong, 2 was devoted to developing personnel selection procedures for 

member companies. In a large majority of cases, hovrever, efforts to 

improve selection techniques have proceeded on an individually sponsored 

basis. One probable reason for this was that so far there has been no 

concerted attitude of optimism toward such psychometric aids throughout 

any given industry; a second reason may be that each company felt its 

problems to be unique in one way or another. A salesman for a company 

manufacturing detergent chemicals for commercial laundries requires, 

perhaps, a different arrcllf of talents than a salesman for a truck manu

facturer. 

Regardless of the nature of the company, whetrer it be insurance, 

machine tools, food products, or soap, certain basic problems have become 

common to all of them. The two most fundamental problems are as follows: 

first, what criteria shall be used as a standard of sales success; and 

second, what procedures or tools should be utilized to demonstrate that the 

most effective selection and training techniques are being applied. 

I Harold D. Laidley, 11A Four-Pronged Plan for Recruiting the Post-
War Selling Force," Sales Management, 54:_35, 1944. · 

2 Terry Armstrong, 11 The Life Insurance Sales Research Bureau: What 
It Is, How It Operates, 11 Sales Management, 53: 83, 1944. 
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Literature on the search for the criterion of sales success . Effort 

to select personnel by psychological techniques will stand or fall accordirg 

to whether a valid and reliable criterion can be found and accurately 

measured . Regardless of the elaborate and painstaking work which may be 

devoted to the develop:rrent of selection oothods , the effectiveness of these 

methods can not be determined without an appropriate criterion . This is a 

fundamental principle so obvious that it is surprising to note how often 

it is overlooked . This neglect of the criterion is nowhere more apparent 

than in articles appearing in the non- technical publications concerning 

sales personnel research . 

As in the case of most fields of personnel research, the determi

nation of the sales criterion is saturated with perplexing difficulties . 

Rosenstein1 stated that the primary criterion is , or should be , sales 

productivity, which may be most simply expressed as the dollar volume of 

sales . Yet to rely upon sales productivity as the only criterion would be 

to take the most naive point of view. Nixon2 pointed out that there were 

five variables which directly affect sales productivity, and that any 

attempt to establish a criterion must be done with due regard to the 

influence of each of these variables:-. 

1 . · Nature of the territory or opportunity . 
2. Nature of cooperation given the salesman by his company . 
3. Length of time spent with the company. 
4. Previous sales experience . 
5. Health of the salesman . 

Cunningham3 has presented the most definite report available on the 

I J 
l • 

and London: 
L. Rosenstein, The Scientific Selection of Salesmen (New York 
McGraw- Hill Book Company, Inc . , 1944) , p. JO . 

2 H. K. Nixon, Principles of Selling (New York ·and London: McGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc ., 1942) , pp . 70- 93 . 

3 Ross M. Cunningham, 11 Some Problems in Measuring Performance of 
Industrial Salesmen II Harvard Business Review 14:98 ff. 1 35 . 



sales criterion problem. In a survey of forty-seven companies employing 

industrial salesmen, he determined that there were in use two fundamental 

types of measurements of sales perfonnance. These were measures of 

accomplishments and measures of activities. They were subdivided into the 

following categories: 

1. Measures of accomplishnents 
a. Measures utilizing volume of sales 

(1) Sales by salesmen 
(2) Sales to new accounts 
(3) Accounts lost (Sales during previous time period) 
(4) Sales by product lines 
(5) Number of sales related to number of calls 

b. Measures utilizing gross margin (difference between cost of 
production and selling price) 
(1) Gross margin secured (salesmen exercise some discretion 

in quoting prices) 
(2) Amounts of high and low gross margin products sold 

c. Measures utilizing expense 
(1) Salary, or salary plus travel expense, related to sales 

or to units of products sold 
(2) Salary and travel expenses plus a share of general sales 

overhead expense 
(3) Cost per day 
(4) Cost per call 

d. .Miscellaneous measures 
(1) New accounts secured 
(2) Accounts lost 
(3) Orders secured 
(4) Net profit on sale 
(5) Number of customers sold compared to number of customers 

assigned 
(6) Towns not sold 

2. Measures of activities 
· a. General appearance, personality, tact, judgment, etc. 
b. Daily calls 
c. Da;y-s worked 
d. Planning of work and conduct of interviews 
e. Use of sales equipment 
f. Number of errors in prices and terms of orders 
g. Procurement of prospect lists for circularization 
h. Number of quotations 

Cunningham's survey further revealed that only the fallowing five 

of these measures were in use by eight or more of the forty-seven companies 

covered: 

1. Sales by salesmen 
2. General appearance and personality 

6 



3. Daily calls 
4. Salary (or salary plus travelling expense), as a percentage of 

sales 
5. Gross margins by salesmen 

7 

In addition, Cunningham found that some companies based their evalu

ations of salesmen on a comparison with each individual's past record; while 

others compared the performance of each salesman with that of other sales

men. Some executives made detailed studies of sales force operations, 

demand, business conditions, competition, productive capacity, etc.; but 

others relied solely upon personal intuition. In general, less than one 

fifth of the companies clearly recognized the preparation of valid 

standards as a problem and gave it careful study. The inference, of course, 

was that the professional consultant engaged in sales personnel research 

• will usually find it necessary to develop adequate criterion measures 

before he can commence any positive operations. 

Cunningham further listed five characteristics to which any chosen 

measure of performance should conform: 

1. The measure should show specifically where performance is weak. 
A measure of over-all weakness is inadequate. 

2 . The measure should be reasonably accurate . 
3. The measure should be fair to the salesmen . 
4. The measure should be timely. 
5. The measure should be worth the cost of its maintenance. 

Although his study was aimed at the improved maintenance of personnel 

records, and not at the problem of sales personnel selection, these points 

are pertinent to the industrial consultant l'IDO must work in a close 

practical liaison with management executives . 

As a logical sequel, Cunningham pointed out that the preparation of 

a detailed job analysis for each sales position is the only legitimate 

foundation for developing measures of sales performance. 



Bellows,l in a discussion of the general criterion problem, warned 

that the job analyst's judgment of the acceptability of a criterion measure 

is necessarily subjective. Criteria based upon job analyses may, in other 

words, be fallible because the analyst's observations may have been faulty 

and his advice unsound. Bellows added that acceptability to the job 

analyst will, by itself, have little value as a criter.ion of the criterion 

unless the study is on a job in which the criterion problem is extremely 

simple. This same thought is further developed by Dorcus: 2 

In the scientific selection of men for employment for specific 
jobs, we are faced with a problem to which insufficient attention 
has been given; namely, that of determining what constitutes a good 
employee, and what his characteristics are . Theoretically, job 
analyses should ansvrer this question, but very often the character
istics which are thought to be essential for the job do not turn out 
to be of major importance . 

Many investigators in the field of sales personnel research have 

made conscientious attempts to obtain adequate criterion measurements. On 

the whole, such attempts have resulted in the collection of "product" 

criteria (such as volume of sales, amount of earnings, etc.), the securing 

of subjective rating criteria, or a combination of both . 

8 

Ryan and Johnson,3 in studying the value of the Strong Inventory as 

a selection device for salesmen in an unidentified company, s ecured ratings 

for each of 208 salesrren, all with three or more years experience with the 

company, from the district manager and the sales manager . E'ach judge was 

asked to select the "best" or outstandingly successful men and the "poorest" 

I Roger M. Bellows, "Procedures for Evaluating Vocational Criteria," 
Journal of Applied Psychology, 25:499- 513, 1941. 

2 R. M. Dorcus, "Methods of Evaluating the Efficiency of Door- to
Door Salesmen of Bakery Products," Journal of Applied Psychology, 24: 588-94, 
1940. 

3 T. A. Ryan and B. R. Johnson, "Interest Scores in the Selection of 
Salesmen and Servicemen: Occupational vs • .Abili ty- -Group Scoring Keys, 11 

Journal of Applied Psychology, 26:543-62, 1942. 



men. Those placed in neither category were considered as being rated 

11 average 11 • These two sets of independent ratings were then combined by 

placing in the 11best11 group those rated as 11best11 by both judges (N = 62); 

placing in the 11poorest11 group those rated "poorest" by both judges, or 

"poorest" by one and "average" by tre other (N = 32). No man was found to 

have been rated as 11best11 by one judge and "poorest" by the other. 

9 

Ghiselli1 in a similiar study of the Strong Blank, as it related to 

the success of casualty insurance agents, developed a criterion which not 

only combined ratings with production records, but purported to adjust the 

production records for the variations induced by experience and type of 

territory. His first step was to secure from the sales manager five ratings 

for each of the twenty-nine insurance agents involved in the study: 

1. Effort to obtain new accounts. 
2. Effort to renew expiring policies. 
3. Willingness to render services to policy holders. 
4. Willingness to render services to company. 
5. Over-all general value to the organization. (Correlation 

between a combination of the first four ratings and the last 
rating equalled .85.) 

He next computed the ratio of each agent's production to the amount 

of production expected for a man with his particular amount of experience. 

This corrected production index was then further adjusted by obtaining the 

ratio which it bore to the average production obtained by men working in 

his particular type of area. The final criterion was secured by combining 

equally the total ratings and the corrected production index. The sum of 

the five scales correlated .40 with the uncorrected, and .49 w.i.th the 

corrected production figures . 

In an earlier study of 588 casualty insurance agents by Bills,2 

I Echrln E. Ghiselli, 11 The Use of the Strong Vocation Interest Blank," 
Journal of Applied Psychology, 26:793-99, .1942. 

2M A Bills 11Relation of Scores in Strong's Interest Analysis 
~ g1;s to•su;cess iii Insurance," Journal~ Applied Psychology, 22:97-104, 



managerial ratings were relied upon as the sole criterion. Agents were 

first tested (with the Bernreuter and Strong Inventories) at the training 

school of the Aetna Casualty and Surety Company, and ratings were secured 

one year after completion of the training course. Each agent was rated in 

accordance with the following scale: 

1. Outstanding success 
2 . Success 
3. Fair--will probably remain 
4 . Poor--will probably leave 
5. Failure--already out 

10 

Ohmann1 made a study of thirty salesmen who had been employed by the 

Tremco Manufacturing Company for at least two years . Fourteen criteria 

were separately considered before one was selected: 

1 . Sales volume for 1937 . 
2. Average number of calls per day . 
3. Number of years worked at Tremco. 
4 . Salesman's net commission earnings . 
5. Average number of sales per month. 
6 . Average size of order . 
7. Average number of new accounts per month . 
8 . Average sales volume per year for length of time employed . 
9 . Sales volume for first six months on job . 

10 . Trend of sales volume over a period of years. 
11. Amount of allowances to customers . 
12 . Amount of returned merchandise . 
13 . Classes of trade called on . 
14. Classes of products sold . 

The 11 salesman 1 s net commission earnings" was finally selected as the 

best criterion. No particular reason for this choice was offered. 

Otis,2 in analyzing the Bernreuter and Strong Inventories for a 

detergent company, encountered a number of obstacles in the establishnent 

of suitable criteria. He was handicapped, first, by the fact that the 

I O. A. Ohmann, 11A Report of Research on the Selection of Salesmen, 11 

Journal of Applied Psychology, 25:18- 29, 1941. 

2 J . L. Otis, 11 Procedures for the Selection of Salesmen for a 
Detergent Company," Journal of Applied Psychology, 25:30- 40, 1941 . 
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company employed only twenty-four salesmen to cover the entire country, and 

second, by the disturbing fact that distributor sales in each territory were 

credited to the salesman for that territory, thereby destroying much of the 

value of the sales records. He finally chose gross sales in each territory, 

profit in each territory, sales cost, and number of new accounts sold as his 

criteria. Of particular interest was the fact that no relationship appeared 

to exist between the average number of calls per day and gross sales, sell

ing cost, or profit; and, in fact, those men who opened the most new 

accounts made, on the average, fewer calls per day than those who were less 

successful. 

In a sales personnel survey for Procter and Gamble, Lovett and 

Richardson1 investigated two types of criteria . They were a criterion of 

sales efficiency and a criterion of capacity for promotion. These were 

further subdivided as follows: 

1. Criterion of sales efficiency 
a. Descriptive rating scale (3 judges for each man). 
b. Paired rating scale (2 or 3 judges for each man). 
c. Confidential report (a rating of job adjustmnt, personality 

difficulties, etc.). 
d. Percentage of quota sold. 
e. Percentage of dealers sold. 
f. C est 01· selling per box. 

2. Criterion of capacity for promotion 
a. Periodic ratings of progress of certain men in sales group 

considered as material for promotion. 
b. Promotions actually received. 

In studying the relationship bet.veen these types of criteria, Lovett 

and Richardson discovered that "sales ability and capacity for promotion are 

correlated only to the extent indicated by an r of .30. 11 

Benge2 stated that in a research study performed for the 

I R. F. kvett and M. W. Richardson, "Selecting Sales Personnel: 
The Significance of Various Types of Test Material," Personnel Journal, 
12:248-53, 1934. 

2 Eugene J. Benge, "First Steps Toward Cutting Guesswork Out of 
Hiring Salesmen, 11 Sales Mari ement, 5 3: 58, 1944. 
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Industrial Tape Corporation, he used ratings of personal traits statisti

cally corrected for rater bias, although no details were submitted as to the 

method by which such adjustrents were accomplished . 

One of the most exhaustive studies found in the sales research 

literature was furnished by Dorcus,l who was retained by a large bakery to 

develop methods of evaluating the efficiency of its route salesmen. Dorcus 

considered first the criterion of sales productivity, but discarded this 

measure on the following grounds : 

The salesman who actually produces the most business may be the 
least efficient in the company, and the reverse may also be true ••• 
Let us assUID9 that a salesman produces $400 worth of business from a 
territory of 4,000 homes. He may, nevertheless, be only skimming the 
territory, whereas the salesman who produces $200 worth of business 
from a territory containing 1,000 hores is selling twice the per
centage of available customers. 

A second approach to the problem consisted of collecting supervisors' 

ratings of salesmen. This method, although yielding a fair degree of 

correlation between the various ratings, still resulted in too much dis

agreement among the raters to render the judgments practicable. Darcus 

discovered, furthermore, that supervisors could not eliminate the bias 

induced by their knowledge of the salesmen's productivity, which had already 

been shown to be a fallible measure of efficiency. 

The technique of job analysis was also considered as a means of 

determining the qualities necessary to successful performance of the job. 

This, too, was ruled out because of the possible operation of two limiting 

factors: first, the supposed traits isolated by the job analysis might not 

be relevant; and second, tl:e judgment of whether an individual possessed 

the necessary traits might not be accurate . 

The approach finally selected as most satisfactory was the careful 

I Dorcus, loc. cit. 

I' 



13 
and systematic evaluation of bakery routes. This procedure represented a 

radical departure from that found in most studies in this field, for it 

entailed primarily an analysis of tre market, rather than an analysis of 

either the salesman or the job. Dorcus first constructed economic maps of 

the city, divided into areas based upon the relative rental values of homes 

in each area. His next step was to determine the family population in each 

area and the average amount of bread consuned per family. This survey 

demonstrated that bread consumption was not in direct ratio to the eco

nomic status of the community; the wealthier families purchased the most. 

It was also found, in appraising the effect of local competitors upon the 

market, that the proportion of bakery products sold by competitors varied 

negligibly from one area to another. Using these facts, Dorcus was able to 

develop a formula which accurately indicated, in terms of dollar volume, 

the amount of business which should be produced from each bakery route. 

From this it was a simple step to compare each salesman I s actual sales 

record with the amount of potential business in his particular route and to 

evaluate the salesman's efficiency accordingly. This yardstick of sales 

efficiency was, however, . applicable only when evaluating salesmen who had 

been on the job for a period of several months ·. 

Literature ~ the techniques of sales pers·onnel research . Practi

·cally all authorities are agreed on the general pattern which sales 

personnel research should follow in order to produce effective results. 

Kornhauser and Schultz1 listed these five rules for the proper development 

of selection tests for sales personnel: 

1. The tests must be caref ully selected or especially designed for 
the organization, after a study of the job and its modifying 
conditions affecting success or failure. 

I A. W. Kornhauser and R. S. Schultz "Research on Selection of 
Salesmen," Journal of Applied Psychology-, 25:1-5, 1941. 



2 . Precise studies must be made of measures of success as a basis 
for evaluating the effect of selection instruments . 

3. · Each selection procedure must be tried out, carefully analyzed, 
and evaluated by reference to the criteria of success . 

4. The effective procedures must then be combined into a practical 
selection program, for further check and improvement prior to 
final adoption . · 

5. Periodic and continuous studies must be instituted to check, 
improve , and adapt the selection methods as conditions change . 

On the whole , most investigators have concurred in the development 

of the follo,ving tools as a means of efficient sales personnel selection: 

1 . Standardized and evaluated application blanks (personal history 
ratings) . 

2. Carefully planned "diagnostic" interviews and interviewers 1 

rating scales . 
3. Standardized tests and question blanks . 

a . Interests and attitudes . 
b. Personality traits . 
c . Mental alertness . 
d . Special knowledge and skill . 

Literature~ application blanks and personal history ratings . The 

application blank is not so universal as many persons think . Mann1 

canvassed members of a large Sales Executives Club , and reported that only 

56 per cent required all sales position applicants to fill out a standard 

application blank . Much attention has been devoted in recent years not 

only to the preparation of standardized application fonns , but also to the 

development of rethods for evaluating and properly weighing the infer-

mation which appears on the form. 

Ohmann, 2 in his study of forty-eight Tremco salesmen, found that a 

four- page application blank containing thirty-one items had long been in 

use . His first step in revising the application form was to discard six 

items because they could not be scored objectively. The experimental group 

l Walter Mann, 11 How to Find Capable Sale srnen, 11 Sales Management , 
36: 22, 1935. 

2 Ohmann, loc . cit . 



15 
of salesmen was split into upper and lower halves, using 1938 earnings as a 

criterion. Comparing each of the twenty-five application blank items with 

the criterion groupings resulted in the elimination of twelve additional 

items because of insufficient validity . Scoring weights were assigned to 

the remaining thirteen items, based on the percentage of men g iving each 

possible answer who fell within the limits of the upper half of the sales 

force in terms of 1938 earnings. Ohmann found the total weighted score for 

the thirteen items correlated . 67 with the criterion . 

Kurtz1 reported the development of a "Prediction Scale", based on 

personal history i terns, which he used in conjunction with a test of "Person

ality Characteristics11 in the selection of life insurance salesmen. He 

concluded that the "Personality Characteristics" test should be weighted 

about one and one half times as heavily as the " Prediction Scale", when con

sidering applicants twenty- five years of age and younger; while the "Pre

diction Scale" should be weighted about one and one half times as heavily 

as the "Personality Characteristics" test in the case of applicants over 

twenty-five years of age . These two .scales were issued in combined form as 

the "Aptitude Index", and -were adopted by over seventy of the 106 life 

insurance companies who were members of the Life Insurance Management 

Association . Kurtz reported that the "Aptitude Index" correlated about . 40 

. with actual sales production records, and further claimed that the "Index" 

predicted survivorship . 

In her work with casualty insurance agents, Bills2 scored personal 

history blanks for 700 salesmen and concluded that different age groups 

should be scored on different items . Thus, she found that among applicants 

I Albert K. Kurtz, "Recent Research in the Selection of Life In
surance Salesmen, 11 Journal of Applied Psychology , 25: 11- 17, 1941. 

2 M. A. Bills, "Selection of Casualty and Life Insurance Agents," 
Journal of Applied Psychology, 25:6- 10, 1941 . 
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under twenty- four years of age, college graduates had the best chance for 

success as casuaity insurance agents; high school graduates vere next best; 

while men who had completed from one to three years of colle ge were least 

likely to succeed . 

Circumspect studies such as these , entailing the statistical weight

ing of personal history items, are more the exception than the rule . 

Numerous other investigators have, however, set down rules of "intuitive 

judgment" to follow in the evaluation of personal history informati on . One 

anonymous writer, 1 rep orting the hiring practices of one large but 

unidentified company, listed the following "danger signals" to which the 

sales n:arager shruld be particularly alert: 

1 . Former s alesmen of competitive organi zations . 
2 • Men with doubtful credit rating reports . 
3 . Men with more than five previous job s . 
4. Men who have left former jobs because of layoff, reducti on · in 

force, merger, business slump, or tennination of job . 
5. Men whose -wive s or inurBdia te families are not 100 per cent 

behind them in t heir desire for the job . 
6 . mien who have domestic difficul ties , for example, separated or 

divorce d . 
7. Men -with questionable physical fitness or heal th record. 
8 . Men whose salaries in previ ous jobs were more than 50 per cent 

higher t h an the new beginning salary. 
9. Men w.i.th heavy financial responsibilities or indebtedness . 

10 . Men with three or more years of college , but who were not 
gr aduated . 

11. Men who have "reformed" . 

Literature .£!! interviewing rretha::l.s and interviewers 1 . rating scales . 

Much ha s been said and written aboo t "diagnostic" interviewing . How much 

of this has been absorbed and app lied by mana gene nt is purely dependent 

upon the nature of each individual executive who performs management 

functions . There are apparently three schools of thought i n the business 

world concerning the technique of interviewing : the first group believe s 

1 1. 
I 11 Things to fatch i n Hiring Salesmen, 11 Ame rican Business , 11: 21, 



that an interview is an informal chat, requiring no more forethought or 

planning than a casual neighborly conversation; the second and more 

articulate group urges a "planned" or "patterned" interview, with perhaps 

an informal recording of personal impressions of the applicant following 
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the interview; the third group supports an all-out interviewing program, 

complete with a written list of topics to be covered and a carefully devised 

rating scale; the items of which may or may not be statistically weighted . 

McMurry1 stated that employment interviews generally suffer from 

frur major weaknesses : 

1. The interviewer <lees not know what questions to ask . No plan of 
assembling infonnation has been formulated . He asks simply what
ever comes to mind . 

2 . The interviewer rarely has any plan for interpretation of the 
information which he obtains from the applicant. He is unable t 
form a reliable judgment of its significance . 

J . Many interviewers are seriously biased . Some are prone to judge 
too much by appearances . Others are influenced by common preju
dices . 

4. In a 11 tight 11 labor market , the interviewer is often so anxious t 
employ the applicant, that he really doesn ' t want to discover 
anything seriously prejudicial to his prospective employment . 

McMurry recoIIm1ended that the first step in establishing proper 

interviewing methods was to decide 'What information should be obtained and 

whe re it could be gotten . The two primary sources, of course, were the 

previous employer and the applicant himself . McMurry ' s list of information 

to be obtained included the following: 

1 . How stable is he? (Does he shift frequently from job to job) 
2. How industrious is he? 
J. How well is he able to get along with other people? 
4. How loyal is he? 
5. How ambitious is he? 
6. How mature is he? 
7. How well is he motivated to the job applied for? 

McMurry suggested that a careful study should be made of sales 

positions for which hiring is to be done, by interviemng satisfactory 

N. McMurry, !'The Interview Pattern, 11 Industrial Relations , 
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and unsatisf actory employees who are already on the job . From these inter
; 

views, McMurry stated it would be possible to determine which traits are 

important to job success . 

The next step in :McMurry' s recommended procedure was to prepare an 

interview form. He advised that the following five areas should be covered, 

and that detailed- questions should be prepared to cover each field: 

1 . Work record 
2. Schooling 
3 . Early home environment 
4. Present domestic and f inancial situation 
S. Health record 

Space should be included on the questionnaire form for an over- all 

rating of the applicant . 

The final reminder was the proper conduct of the interview itself , 

implying the usual stipulations regarding proper rapport and the encourage-
. 

ment of the applicant to do the bulk of the talking . In another paper 

McMurryl recommended that the interview last from one half hour to one 

hour, and that interviewers be especially alerted to symptoms of "emotional 

infantilism11 and "emotional imaladjustment11 • He also appended a 

Standardized Interview Record Form. 

Statistical weighting of interview record items has not met with as 

much acceptance as has the weighting of application blank items . Bigelow2 

mentioned the development of weighted interview sheets, and· The Dartnell 

Corporation3 also suggested their use . NUlll.erous illustrations of inter-

1 Robert N. McMurry, 11How to Rate and Judge Personality Factors 
When You Interview Applicants for the Sales Force , 11 Sales Management , 
41:9-14, 1937. 

2 Burton Bigelow, "Tested Tools for Managing Men: What They Are , 
How They Work, " Sales Management , 49 : 20 , 1941. 

3 The Dartnell Corporation, Tests •in Selecting Salesmen (Chicago: 
The Dartnell Corporation, 1945), 65 PP • 
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viewers' rating scales were found in the trade literature, but the general 

trend has been to treat the interview from the clinical rather than the 

statistical point of view. 

Literature on aptitude tests and sales personnel selection. Some 

psychologists, or psychological amateurs, have sedulously attempted the 

development of a ''sales aptitude testn capable of predicting success in 
' 

sales positions with such accuracy that the problem of measuring sales 

ability would become as simple as determining height by a yardstick . Such 

investigations naturally presupposed the existence of some unique human 

trait which can be labeled "sales ability", but attempts to isolate any 

such primary mental ability have so far met with little success . Other 

interested parties have alleged that "sales ability11 may be e.xpressed as 

a pattern of traits which could be most eff ectively gauged for each 

individual through the administration of a selected battery of tests . Stil 

others claimed that not only is a battery of tests necessary, but that there 

is no universal entity which can be properly identified as "general sales 

abilityn; and that the definition of "sales ability" will differ from one 

situation to another . The adherents of the latter view are generally those 

who most vociferously urge the development of · "tailor-made" tests for each 

firm interested in using psychometric measures of aptitude as selection 

-devices for their sales staffs . 

Allen, l Vice- President of the Marathon Foundry and Machine Company, 

recently queried twenty- five members of the American Psychological 

Association regarding the place of aptitu~e tests, as well as other 

psychometric instruments , in sales personnel selection. (The panel was 

comprised of Achilles , Bennett, Bills , Bingham, Burtt , _Darcus, Horst, 

1 W. S . Allen, 11 Psychologists Answer Moot Questions About Aptitude 
Testing," Sales Management , .54:73, 1945. 
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Jurgenson, Kingsbury, Kornhauser, Kurtz, McMurry, loore, Ohmann, Otis, 

Paterson~ Richardson, Schultz , Shartle, Stevens, Strong, Taylor, Thurstone , 

Tiffin, and Viteles.) Sixteen of the twenty-five psychologists believed 

that some relationship existed between intelligence and sales ability. 

Four said that the relationship was "low, 11 and one set it about .20, two 

more at .40, one at .40 t9 .So, while seven hedged with the statement that 

it would "depend upon the level of selling ." 

All twenty-five respondents concurred in regarding weighted appli

cation forms, patterned interviews, and psychological tests (including 

inventories} as important in the selection process. In weighting the rela

tive importance of these three types of tools, the group medians were 30 pe 

cent, 38 per cent, and 30 per cent, respectively. 

Four of the group believed that the same tests could be used for 

selecting salesmen to sell feed to Oklahoma farmers as would be applied to 

salesmen selling securities to Wall Street bankers. Twelve dissented from 

this view. Three answered, "It depends •11 

Allen asked for the minimum number of cases on which psychological 

tests for salesmen within a given company should be validated. One answer

ed ten; four stated twenty-five; ·three said fifty; three gave one hundred; 

while four believed the number should exceed one hundred. 

In a 1945 survey of 104 companies in the Chicago area, an anonymous 

writer1 reported that only three of the companies used tests to select or 

promote salesmen. Hahn2 estimated that at the beginning of 1945 not more 

than 350 companies in the United States were employing sales aptitude tests 

Yet the fact that within sales management circles there is tremendous 

l "The Use Of Personnel Tests in the Chicago Area, 11 Industrial 
Relations, pp. 8-10, June, 1945. 

2 A. R. Hahn, "Notes from 
Testin Talk II SaJe s Mana errent 

Cuff about the .M •• Aptitude 
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interest in the field of aptitude testing is attested to by the numerous 

articles on aptitude testing that appear in management journals. 

If sales executives occasionally appear to be confused and flounder

ing, although nevertheless curious about aptitude testing, there is ample 

reason for it . For one thing, there has been no systematic, clear-cut 

indoctrination into the fundamentals of tests and measurerents , including 

a simple statement of the potential accomplishments and limitations of 

psychological tests. For another, the trade literature is saturated with 

a hodge-podge of fact and fantasy, a good bit of the latter being derived 

from an outmoded faculty psychology which is, however, still within the 

pale of respectability in sales conferences. One interesting oddity is 

Ufford I s1 contention that "aptitude tests 11 differ profoundly from "Intelli

gence" or 11 personality" tests: 

The second method is the process of aptitude testing, through 
which we can measure inherent human characteristics. Here again, 
the measuring sticks should be established by studying the firm's 
experienced salesmen for the extent to which they posses a certain 
quality, such as inductive reasoning or practical judgment, which 
are essential, or useful in the particular organization. These 
should not be confused with personality tests or I.Q. tests, inasmuch 
as they gauge measurable human qualities with which a man is born . 

Klein2 also discussed the mysterious I .Q., setting it up as some-

thing completely apart from such concepts as speed and quality of thinking: 

Intelligence quotients, as such, were not ireasured in the 
experiments I observed (i.e . , administering the Otis Self-Administer 
ing Test for the selection of sales personnel.) Rather, it was 
speed of thinking, quality of thinking, and the manner of following 
instructions and routine that counted. 

Drake3 let aptitude tests for salesmen come in for a round of 

IC . w. Ufford, 11 A Blue Print for Building Your Most Important Pro
duct: Salesmen," Sales Management , 53:23-26, 1944. 

2 Jack Klein, "Some simple ABC 's about Aptitude Testing for Sales
men," Sales Management , 47:25, 1940 . 

3 Charles A. Drake , Personnel Selection EJ'.: Standard Job Tests 
(New York and London: McGraw- Hill Book Company, Inc ., 1942;,147 pp. 
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criticism because they are preponderantly verbal. "Non- verbal tests must be 

developed," wrote Drake . The statements expounding this philosophy were set 

forth with considerably more conviction than the reason supporting them. 

However, there has been a number of reputable studies designed to 

produce aptitude tests, or combinations of tests, which can be profitably 

used in the selection of sales personnel . One of the first was that of 

Lovett and Richardson1 who were confronted with the problem of developing 

two tests for Procter arx:l. Gamble, one for sales ability and one for sales 

managerial ability . After selecting their criteria, the first step was to 

construct 905 items for the preliminary examination: 247 mental alertness 

items, 164 business information items, and 494 personality items. These 

were subsequently reduced to a total of 300 items for both tests {only five 

items being common to the two tests), with a validity of .40 for sales 

ability and .50 for managerial ability . Reliabi~ity of both tests was faun 

to be . 74 . The authors concluded that mental alertness was important in 

selecting personnel for promotion to sales management positions; less so fo 

selecting men for routine sales work . Personality items, on the other. hand, 

were more important for selecting salesmen than sales managers . 

Lovett and Richardson's work, demonstrating that for Procter and 

Gamble salesmen intelligence is of minor importance, was borne out in a 

study of Tremco Manufacturing Company salesmen conducted by Ohmann. 2 He 

stated that no correlation was found between tests of intelligence, 

observation, attention, or imagination and the sales criterion. 

A Da.rtnell3 publication stated that Stokes and Boynton favored the 

1 Lovett and Richardson, lac . cit . 

2 Ohmann, lac . cit . 

3 The Dartnell Corporation, Dartnell Sales Service: Miscellaneous 
(S- 12): Aptitude Tests in Selecting Salesmen (Chicago: The Dartnell Corpo
ration, 1945), 47 PP • 
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"projective-type test" over the more commonly encountered intelligenct test. 

This examination provided related situations to which men were asked to 

react, rather than presenting non-related problems to solve or questions 

to answer. The 11 Projecti ve-type test" aims, in other words, at the iso

lation of that tantalizing concept of "sales aptitude". An example of tre 

type of item that might be found in such a test is as follows: 

Your prospect refuses to buy, saying that he dislikes your 
company and will not do business with it. You should: 

(A) Give hi m logical, convincing proof of the superiority of 
your product. 

(B) Try to find out why he dislikes your company and dispel his 
prejudice. 

( C) Disregard his complaint and set out to make him buy. 
(D) Tell him that you have been selling only a short time and 

would greatly appreciate his buying from you. 

Nixonl concluded that this type of examination is subject to a severe 

drawback, in that it is not sufficiently discriminative. He asserted that 

the alert individual can discern the "best answer" and make a response that 

indicates the excellence of his judgment, rather than the degree to which 

he possesses the trait being measured. 

Nevertheless, Ohmann2 sided w:i.. th Stokes and Boynton in favoring the 

"projective-type" examination. In his study of thirty salesmen for the 

Tremco Manufacturing Company, in which the criterion accepted was "sales

man I s net commission earnings", he developed a special 11 Tremco Test II con-

. sisting of three parts as follows: first, how to handle difficult sales 

situations--twenty-two items covering the most common sales objections and 

difficulties, with multiple choice solutions; second, how to judge mainte

nance needs--a series of verbal and pictorial descriptions of building 

maintenance problems, intended to measure not only practical maintenance 

I Nixon, lac. cit. 

2 Ohmann, lac. cit. 



sense, but also judgment of the best approach to the sale; and third, how 

. to figure maintenance jobs--a series of simple arithmetic calculations of 

the amount of material needed and the cost of doing certain repair works . 

Literature~ the role of personality and interest inventories . 
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Although they arose on the psychological horizon somewhat later than the 

intelligence scales, personality and interest inventories have received an 

increasing preponderance of attention in sales personnel research circles . 

This trend mey vezy possibly have resulted from the negative results 

encountered by many investigators in their tzyouts of mental tests . The 

success accruing to a salesman in his job, entailing as it dces a maximum 

of social contact , appears to rest upon an optimal combination of so called 

"personality factors" , rather than upon exceptional mental astuteness . 

Of all the personality and interest inventories available, none has 

been given a greater amount of space in the sales personnel research litera 

ture than the Strong Vocational Interest Blank . A close rival for this 

attention is the Bernreuter Personality Inventory . Other investigators 

have developed personality and interest fonns of their own closely related 

to either the Strong or the Bernreuter editions , but allegedly "improve

ments" upon them. 

Personality and interest inventories have not been immune from the 

claims of infallibility which have characterized many of the discussions of 

"aptitude tests" in the trade literature . All illustration of this is 

Klein I s1 description of the Bernreuter Inventory: "The applicant may, at t 

start , decide to answer in the way he thinks his superiors would like him 

to; yet before he gets far along he is really giving honest answers . 11 

Klein, too, had no hesitancy in asserting_ the innnutability and geneti c 

I Klein, loc . cit . 
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origin of personality traits: 

Personality may be confused with character or outer character
istics. Yet, personality is an inborn or early acquired possession; 
character or characterizations are forn:ed by environment. Let me 
illustrate that in a simple wa:y. A glass of water, subjected to 
extreme heat, becomes steam or vapor; yet it always remains water . 
t extremely low temperatures it becon:es ice; yet it always remains 

water. Water is its true personality; it never changes essentially •• 
So it is with personality. Under some environn:ents a man is one 
thing . Given another set of circumstances, the same man is another 
character. Yet, underneath, he is the same man. 

There is no better wcy to commence the discussion of the Strong 

Blank that with Strong himself. In an article Strong1 related the results 

of testing four groups of life insurance agents, totalling 181 in number. 

"Successful life insurance agents, 11 he concluded, "score higher in life 

insurance interest than unsuccessful agents and men in general. 11 As evi

dence for this, Strong found that 8 5 per cent of the agents with an II a 11 

rating wrote at least $100,000 worth of insurance per year, while 51 per 

cent of the agents with "b plus" ratings, 44 per cent with "b" ratings, 

and only 25 per cent with "c" ratings duplicated this record. Despite this 

empirical evidence, the correlation between interest scores and production 

( sales records) amounted to only . 37 . With complete candor, Strong admitte 

that the explanation for this statistical conflict Yra.s not immediately 

apparent to him, although he suggested four possible reasons for it . These 

reasons were restricted range; insufficient data; the coefficient of 

correlation may not really reasure what it was intended to reasure, but 

sorething else; or the coefficient may, after all, represent the relation

ship which actually exists. 

In addition to interest as a determining factor in successful sellin 

of life insurance, Strong listed ( 1) age ( 91d~J' •~ are ,P;ref;3:z:red .py. . .... 
•:!3 3:,-·•:a3: ~ ... ; 0 ..t :t!! : ; 3 3 • ! •• "'>! • 

· · • ••aJ~•.; .. 3:G ... <>~,a~ a1> ~ •• :;::•.•••it! 

IE. K. Strong, "Interests and Sales Ab;~:µ-~j-,,,:l f~i.sonn~f ~~~;~ru.~·_:~. 
13:204-16, 1934. •• ' • 0 • • • ' , • ' • • • • • 



clients); (2) character (such as honesty, etc.); and (3) economic status 

(a salesman accustomed to living on $1 ,500 per year will not sell as much 

insurance as one accustomed to a standard of $4,000 per year). 
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Bills and Ward1 administered both the Strong and the Bernreuter 

Inventories to a group of 96 casualty insurance salesmen while the subjects 

were in training at a company school. At the end of o:p.e year the inven

tories were readministered. While both high and low Strong scores and high 

Bernreuter scores were found to be reliable, low Bernreuter scores were 

found to lack the desired degree of reliability . Bills and Ward were 

especially interested in the stability of scores, so far as stability 

(i . e ., reliability) was concerned with successful salesmanship . They con

cluded that (1) a change in interests over the one year period did not 

indicate perforce a change in personality traits, and vice versa; that (2) 

the changes did not vary either with age or with test experience; and (3) 

that people succeeding in an occupation tend to change in the direction of 

the ideal interest and personality traits for that occupation, while persons 

failing in the occupation tend to depart from the ideal . In a subsequent 

arrl enlarged study, managerial ratings were secured one year after com

pletion of the training school course (N = 588), and these were related to 

the inventory scores obtained . The Strong Interest Blank was found to be 

of tre greatest value, the Life Insurance Sales Scores and the Real Estate 

SaJes scores having been combined . Data for the Bernreuter Inventory were 

not presented . 

In another study, -wherein both the Bernreuter Inventory and the 

Strong Blank were jointly administered, Otis2 concluded that the Strong 

l M. A. Bills and L. W. Ward , "Testing Salesmen of C~sualty In
surance, 11 Personnel Journal, 1.5: 55-58, 1936 . 

2 Otis, loc . cit . 
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Blank excelled the Bernreuter Inventory for the selection of soap sales

men . No significant correlation was found between Bernreuter scores and 

the criteria of gross sales and selling costs. A correlation of .50 was 

obtained between Strong scores and the selling cost criterion. However, 

the number of subjects totalled only seventeen; and the results may there

fore not be regarded as entirely conclusive. 

The possibilities inherent within the Strong Blank were greatly 

expanded by a significant st~dy reported by Ryan and Johnson.1 Adminis

tering the Strong Blank to 250 salesmen in the machine accounting division o 

a large company, they found that none of the occupational keys was 

successful in discriminating the good from the poor salesrren (pooled _ 

managerial ratings were employed as a criterion). Starting with this com-

, pletely negative situation, they developed two new keys based upon the 

tested group: (1) an occupational key and (2) an ability-group key. The 

occupational key was devised by comparing the responses of all of the sales

men in an experienced group ( three or more years of service) with the 

responses of a general population group (as furnished by Strong). The 

ability-group key resulted from comparing the responses given by the high

est rated salesmen with the answers made by the lowest rated salesmen. 

The new keys i.rere employed in a second experiment involving 130 different 

salesmen, seventy-five of whom had more than three years employment with 

the company. The ability-group key was found to be significantly more 

successful than the occupational key in differentiating the best from the 

poorest salesnen . The findings suggested that the development of specific 

scoring keys to meet specific situations might prove to be of considerable 

value in evoking the potential power hidden with a vocational interest 

l Ryan and Johnson, loc. cit . 



inventory, such as the Strong Blank . The same technique might be profit

ably extended to the analysis of personality inventories as well. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS USED IN THE PRESENT I NVESTIGATION 

The group studied. The De Coursey Cream Company, Wichita, Kansas, 

was kind enough to permit t he use of their company as the basis for this 

study. The subjects of the study were ~venty-four dairy product retail 

routemen, four supervisors, and one sales manager; all twenty-nine men were 

employed by the De Coursey Cream Company. 

Selection of the criterion. The criterion of successful job per

formance that was used in this study was based upon (1) an analysis of the 

rating each routeman received by t he five supervisors using the paired 

comparison method; (2) an analysis of the rating each routema.n received 

by his immediate supervisor, using a rating sheet based upon t he book The 

Balanced Job; 1 (3) an analysis of the r ating each routeman received by his 

immediate supervisor, using a rating sheet prepared from descriptions of 

successful and unsuccessful routemen; and (4) an analysis of the ratings 

from the two rating sheets which gave a combined for m of rat i ngs on the 

different parts of the job performance--appearance and neatness , delivery 

habits , collection habits, initiative and attitudes, relations with custom-

ers and other routemen, and sales techniques. 

In the selection of the criterion it would have been acceptable to 

1 The Balanced Job (Chicago: International Association of Milk 
Dealers, 1937), 242 pp-. -



have used the over -all ranking obtained by the paired comparison method if 

a selection device was all that was wanted. But the basic purpose , as -was 

stated before, was to set up a. training program which woul:i cover all the· 

various elements of job performance . Therefore, a criterion had to be 

selected which was reliable and valid. 

In checking the validity of the criteria, several sources of con-

tamination were observed. A readily recognized source of criterion con-

tamination is the use of predictor information, such as scores on tests , 

for preparing records which are in turn used as criteria. As a safeguard 
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a gainst this influence on the criterion, it was decided to obtain criterion 

information before any predictor data were released. Thus, the supervisors 

rated their men before they had any knowledge of test scores or ranking 

scores . The reliability of a measure should be tested for and determined 

by statistical analyses . If a test is split into two parts by taking the 

odd- numbered items and the even-numbered items by themselves and obtaining 

a score from each, an examinee should perform about the same on the odd 

half as he does on the even half. If scores from many examinees show they 

perform about the same on the two split halves of the test, one half 

measures about the same thing as the other . To put it another way, if 

examinees tend to maintain their same relative rank on either half of the 

test , the test is internally consistent . 

Rating by the paired comparison method. Bellowsl stated that a 

method of rating which by technical investigation has been found to be 

l Roger M. Bellows , Psychology of Personnel in Business and Industry 
(New York: Prentice- Hall . Inc •• 1949) . n. 248. 
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reliable is a paired comparison of ratees . Historically it is quite an old 

procedure for making discriminations (not bet,,reen employees , however) in a 

systematic way, and was developed by psycholo gists during the middle of the 

nineteenth century. 

In this method, names of two ratees are presented. One of the pair, 

the more valuable to the firm, is underlined. A second pair of names is 

considered in like manner . Thus if we were rating five men--Jones , Smith, 

Brown, Anderson, and Thompson--ten comparisons would be made, each man 

against each other man, and the more valuable man of each pair underlined. 

Bellows went on to say that this is an effective method for a 

medium-sized group , about ten to thirty. 

Otis and Leukartl said that considerable research has been under-

taken to increase the reliability and accuracy of ratings , and the paired 

comparison technique has tended to improve the ranking method.· 

There are several variations of the paired comparison method. The 

variation that was used in this study was to list the names of the routemen 

along one side of a sheet and also across the top of the sheet . Then the 

supervisor was to place an (x) below the name of each man if he considered 

him a better over-all routeman than the man whose name appeared at the left . 

If the supervisor was unacquainted with a man , he was to circle the name at 

the top of the sheet and also at the left of the sheet . Then by counting 

the number of x ' s it was possible to obtain a rank- order list of the route -

1 Jay L. Otis and Richard H. Leukart, Job Evaluation (New York: 
Prentice- Hall , Inc ., 1948) , p. 56. 



men on the basis of the number of times each routeman was rated better 

than the other routemen. 

All of the five supervisors rated every routeman, and t he ranking 

obtained for each routeman was a composite score by all the supervisors . 
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The supervisors were qualified to rate each of the routemen, as the company 

has a policy of changing superv i sors over t he different routes . As a result 

of this policy , the supervisors are familiar with the qualifications of the 

different routemen. 

Rating based upon The Balanced Job . The Balanced~ was prepared 

_by the International Association of Mi lk Dealers for the use of their 

members . This book attempted to give the best selling methods for dairy 

routemen. These were found by an i n tensive and complete survey of route 

selling methods in the United States and Canada. The results of t his 

survey showed that on the average 77 per cent of the routemen had skill in 

handling all phases of service , 81 per cent had s kill in handling all phases 

of collection, and only 37 per cent had skill in handling all phases of 

selling. 

The Balanced Job is divided into eleven chapters . They covered the 

following topics : developing satisfied customers , how to hold customers , 

winning back lost customers , problems of making collections easily and 

surely, building up the re gular order , methods in sellin g additional 

products , getting more customers , how to handle difficulties and obstacles 

effectively, and how to close a ll kinds of ' sales . At the end of each 

chapter is a section devoted to a check- up of the important facts of that 



particular chapter. A rating sheet was made up of pertinent questions 

taken from this section of each chapter . 

The routemen were rated by their immediate supervisors . The in

structions to the supervisors were to mark the Y (Yes) if he considered 

this quality generally characteristic of the routeman. Hew-a s to mark the 

? (Question) only if his observations of the routeman were too incomplete 

to judge this quality. A rank order list was obtained by counting the 

number of times each routeman was rated down on a particular question. 

According to the way the questions were made, the answers were supposed to 

have been answered "Yes 11 if the supervisor considered the routeman to be a 

successful routeman. 

The questions of the rating sheet based upon The Balanced Job vrere 

as follows: 

1. Does he thoroughly appreciate the necessity of customer 
satisfaction? 

2. Does he realize that his customers always look at things from 
their own viewpoint? 

3. Does he in his relations with customers always look at things 
from their viewpoint? 

4. Has he made his best efforts to build customer satisfaction by 
''individualizing" his service? 

5. Is he dependable , prompt and quiet in his deliveries? 
6. Is he always on time with his "special time" deliveries? 
7. Does he always fill his orders accurately and char ge his book 

properly? 
8. Does he recover all bottles he can? 
9. Does the way he drives build goodwill as much as it might? 
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10. Does he realize the importance of developing the ri ght relation
ship with customers? 

11 . Does he understand the importance of good personal relations 
and how easily he can develop it? 

12 . Has he fully developed the habit of doing fr fondly, helpful 
services for his customers? 

13 . Is he following the best methods of cultivating the friendship of 
the children on 

14. Is his service 
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15. Does he look on complaints as helping him to hold his customers? 
16. Is he thoroughly familiar with the ways in which proper 

· collecting will help build sales? 
17. Does his collecting methods always build respect and good will? 

· 18 . Does he always collect regularly, promptly, and punctually? 
19 . Is he always accurate in his billing? 
20 . Are most of his collections easy to make? 
21 . Where a customer hasn ' t got the money, it he usually successful 

in ge tting payment eventually, and holding his customer in 
addition? 

22 . Is he usually successful in dealing with a "staller"? 
23 . Has he ever tried to capitalize a debt to increase his sales to 

the customer? 
24 . In selling lar ger quantities , does he always suggest a use for 

the extra amount? 
25 . Does he make a good story out of the advantages to the customer? 
26 . Is he always prepared to back up his statements with facts? 
27 . Does he thoroughly understand why selling his specialized 

products will increase his customers ' satisfaction? 
28 . Does he know how to decide what "special milk" to suggest ' to a 

customer? 
29 . Is he always careful to see that his customers see his "special" 

milks in their right perspective? 
30. Is he usually successful in playing up the angle of pleasure and 

enjoyment in sug gesting cream? 
31. Is he making the best use of the advertising material the company 

provides? 
32 . Does he actually use his carrier as a "show window"? 
33 . Does he always put the carrie.r where the customer cannot help 

seeing it? 
34. Does he make the most of holidays and weather conditions? 
35 . Is he using all the sources of leads available to him? 
36 . Does he try to sell something that his competitor doesn ' t have? 
37 . Does he make it a point to aim at the close from the start? 
38 . Does he throw out closing suggestions? 
39 . Does he test the prospect ' s reaction often enough? 
40 . Does he make sales points of his truck and his own appearance? 
41 . Does he always make his closing attempts without closing the 

door to further selling? 
42 . Does he make a real bid for "temporary" orders if he fails to 

get the regular order? 
43 . Has he figured out the possibilities on his route of selling 

customers their full needs? 
44 . Has he worked out a scheme for getting the additional quantity 

bought regularly? 
45 . Has he worked out effective plans .for getting the customer's 

cooperation in building up her re gular order? 
46 . Does he know how many prospects for top- of- the-line products he 

has on his route? 



47 . Does he know who the most logical prospects for these products 
are on his route? 
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48 . Is he constantly on the lookout for exceptional opportunities to 
sell top-of-the - line products? 

49 . Has he worked out in any definite way what products he should 
put in his carrier? 

50. Is he really going after new customers as much as he should? 
51 . Has he developed a successful method of getting leads from his 

present customers? 
52 . In approaching prospects has he always something specific to say 

that will be interesting to the prospect? 
53. Does he always try .to get sufficient information from the 

prospect? 
54. Does he seize on and build up those features that interest the 

prospect especially? 
55. Does he know the weak spots of each of his competitors? 
56 . During an interview, is he prepared to close at any time? 
57 . Is he careful to watch for buying signals? 
58. Does he know to what percentage of his customers he has tried to 

sell his top- of-the- line products? 
59 . Does he know on what percentage of calls where he sees the 

customer he tries to sell extra products? 
60. When he suggests an extra product , does he always follow with a 

suggested use for it? 
61 . Is he able to make his suggesting of extra products pleasantly 

conversational without any appearance of 11 drive" to it? 
62 . Is he wide - awake in 11 observing11 the opportunities on his route? 
63. Does he appreciate the necessity of "selling11 and the advantages 

it will give him? 
64. Does he appreciate the advantages of "getting there first"? 
65. Does he always try to get sufficient information from the 

prospect? 
66. Has he got the right slant on what difficulties mean? 
67. Has he prepared himself to handle all the difficulties that are 

likely to come up? 
68 . Does he realize the differences between the two types of price 

objections? 
69 . Can he usually handle price objections successfully? 
70 . Is he usually able to overcome the objections of the woman who 

buys milk at the store? 

Rating based upon the supervisor rating sheet . The supervisors and 

the sales manager were asked to write out descriptive statements which they 

thought were generally characteristic of successful routemen. From this 

list of statements , questions -were made up in a form of true and false 
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statements . The supervisors were asked to rate the routemen under their 

supervision on this new rating sheet . The instructions were as follows : 

Below are descriptive statements of routemen. Some of these statements 

are true and some are false . If you consider the statement true of the 

routeman being rated circle. the T (true) , or if you consider the statement 

false circle the F (false) . If you have not observed the man on this item, 

circle the number of the question and this statement will not be counted. 

The questions were so or gan ized so that the first question was to be 

answered true , the second question was to be answered false , the third 

question was to be answered true , etc . This was the arrangement of answers 

i f the routema.n was considered a successful routeman. 

A rank order list was obtained by counting the number of times ea.ch 

routeman was considered to be down on a particular question. 

The questions based upon descriptive statements of successful route -

men were as follows : 

1 . He accepts his responsibility to the company as their 
representative . 

2. He visualizes himself as a deliveryman rather than a salesman. 
3. He considers service his greatest asset • . 
4. Everything is routine ,vi th him. 
5. He tries to maintain a uniform time of delivery for . every 

customer. 
6. He seems to be satisifed with the business he now has . 
7. He is always courteous to customers . 
8 . He is not particular about his personal appearance. 
9 . He is always neat in appearance . 
10 . He does things the easiest way. 
11 . He is al :vays in complete uniform. 
12 . He does not use his carrier in making deliveries . 
13. He keeps a neat and complete route book. 
14 . He seeks new customers only when the of fice gives him leads . 
15. He makes periodic checks with customers to determine their 

satisfaction and needs for additional products . 
16 . He seems to la.ck the power of observs.tlon . 



17. 
18 . 
19. 
20 . 
21 . 
22 . 
23 . 
24 . 
25. 
26. 
27 . 
28 . 
29 . 
30 . 
31. 
32 . 
33. 
34. 
35 . 
36. 
37 . 
38 . 
39 . 
40 . 
41 . 
42 . 
43. 

He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
lie 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 

always collects on the scheduled date . 
does not follow his supervisor's s uggestions. 
is prompt and courteous in handling complaints . 
makes little or no effort to improve himself. 
takes the best of care of the products on his truck. 
is careless with his bookkeeping . 
keeps the products in his carrier looking neat and fresh . 
is sometimes partly out of uniform. 
uses the power of suggestion in making sales . 
is sometimes late on load out schedule . 
always uses his carrier in making deliveries . 
does not observe regular collection dates . 
is a careful observer of what is happening on his route. 
hurries through his route . 
keeps his truck clean. 
sometimes does not check in properly. 
schedules his deliveries for the customers convenience. 
criticizes the company to fellow workers . 
calls on several prospective customers daily. 
wastes too much time . 
takes his time of the route needs extra attention. 
thinks he is more clever than he actually is . 
checks his days business promptly. 
uses poor English . 
gets along well with his fellow workers . 
is crude in his approach to customers . 
is careful about checking customers who are away for a few 

days . 
44. He sometimes needs a shave or a haircut . 
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45 . He keeps his book in such a. way t hat it is easy for someone else 

46 . 
47 ~ 
48 . 
49. 
50 . 
51 . 

to 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 
He 

run his route . 
will not return to the plant for a special order . 
is careful to keep his returns at a minimum. 
is lacking in genuine friendliness when he greets people . 
is always on the alert for new customers . 
uses the negative approach in selling. 
tries to become person..~a.lly acquainted with as many customers 

as possible . 
52 . He is irregular in timing his deliveries . 
53. His book is not in shape for someone else to use . 
54 . He does not cooperate fully with his fellow workers . 
55 . He is a bad influence on the other men. 

The combined rating form. The two rating sheets , one based upon The 

Balanced Job and the other based upon descriptive statements of successful 

routemen prepared by the supervisors, were combined into a new form. The 
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questions were analyzed, and it was determined that the questions were of 

six varieties . These were questions on appearance and neatness , delivery 

habits , collection habits , initiative and attitudes , relations with 

customers and other routemen, and sales techniques . All question~ that 

were duplicated or had the same meanings were omitted from the new combined 

form. The rating sheet based upon The Balanced Job had seventy questions , 

and the rating sheet based on the supervisors ' statements of successful 

routemen had fifty- five questions . After all duplicated questions were 

omitted, the new combined form had eight - five questions . 

After the questions were divided into the different categories , it 

was possible to determine the particular aspect of a routeman • s activities 

in which he was deficient . A rank order list was prepared by counting 

the number of times each routeman was considered to be down on these 

q~estions . 

Questions 9 , 22 , 23, 24, 31 , 44, 45, and 53 of the rating sheet 

based upon the supervisor rating sheet fell into the category on appearance 

and neatness . Questions 8 end 9 of the rating sheet based upon The Balanced 

Job and questions 5, 21, 26, 27 , 30 , 32 , 37 , 39 , 43 , and 47 of the rating 

sheet based upon the supervisor ' s statements fell into the category on 

delivery habits . Questions 16, 17, 18 , 19 , 22 , 23, and 30 of the rating 

sheet based upon The Balanced Job fell into the category on collection 

habits . Questions 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 14, 18, 20 , 29 , 38 , and 36 of the super 

visor rating sheet fell into the category on initiative and attitudes . 

Questions 3, 4, 11, 12 , 13, 15, 14, 26, and 45 of the rating sheet based 

upon ihe Balanced Job and questions 34, 54, and 55 of the supervisor rating 
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sheet fell into the category on relations with customers and other route

men. Questions 25, 30, 31, 32, 33 , 34, 38, 39 , 40, 42, 44 , 46, 48, 50, 51, 

52, 55, 59, 60, 67, 68, 69, and 70 of the supervisor rating sheet and 

question 35 of the rating sheet based upon The Balanced Job fell into the 

category on sales techniques. 



CHAP'l'.;:;R IV 

RESULTS 

The pa ired comparison me thod. In this method the five supervisors 

were given a she et of pape r w;i.th a list of the routemen a t the top of the 

shee t and a lso at the left side of the sheet . They were a sked to place an 

(x) below the name of each man if he co nsidered him a better over- all 

routeman than the man ,nose name appea red at the left . If the superitisor 

was unacquainted with the man , he was to circle that name at the top and 

at the left; and that routeman would not be included in the r anking. 

After each of the supervisors had rated all the routemen , it was 

possible to obta in a r ank order list by counting the number of t imes each 

routeman was better than t he other routemen . Then standard criterion 

scores were found for each of the routemen. 

Scores from different types of data or from diff erent sources are 

likely to differ from one another very widely in genera l or der of size 

and variab ility. Before t hey can be conveniently compared with one another , 

and certainly be fore t hey can be le git i mately averaged, it is desirable to 

put all of them in terms of similiar units . One way of doing this is to 

find a r ank order of the group, and then by means of a table which Richard

son, Be llovrs , Henry & Company have worked out , it is possible to convert 

the r anki ngs to a st andard score scale with a mean of 30 and a standard 

deviat ion of 10 . This table gives standard criterion scores for any r anked 
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group from five to forty- five . The t ab le appears on page 67 of this study. 

In Table I , page 42, the rankin gs of the routemen by each of the 

supe rvisors using the paired comparison method is given i n detail . Each 

supervisor has two columns of rankings , the first column is the r ating that 

w~ s received by counting the number of times across the sheet t hat each 

routema.n was better than the other routemen; the second co l umn is the ratin g 

that was receive d by counting the number of times up and dovm the sheet 

t ha t each routeman was better t han the other routemen . Supervisor 11 , for 

exanple , r anked routeman A across the sheet 15 . 5 and up and down the sheet 

20 . 5. Routemen Wand X were not ranked by this method. 

The inter- correlations betwe en t he ratin gs given by the five super

visors were wo r ked out and the results are shown in Table II , page 43 . This 

table shows t hat a correlation of . 83 was found between super visor 11 and 

supervisor 22 . The lowest correlati on between any two supervisors wa s . 45 , 

t he correlation betvreen supervisor 22 and supervisor 55 . 

The rankings given by the supervisors were t hen converted :into 

standard criterion scores and totaled, giving a new combine d r ank i ng by tte 

paired c ~mparison met hod . The results of this new comb i ned r~nking is 

given in Table III , page 44 . This table shows , f or example , that route-

man A has a combined r anking of 21, or in other words , t wenty routemen are 

cons idered to be better over - a ll routemen than ro ut eman A. The new 

criterion score for this man was 15, based upon t he table converting 

r ankings i nto standard scor es . 



TABLE I 42 

RA ... ~KilTG OF ROUTEMEN BY SUPERVISORS 
us nw PAIRED COMPARISON METHOD 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Supervisor 11 22 33 44 55 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Routeman 

A 15.5 20 . 5 18.0 18.5 18 . 5 15.0 18 . 5 18.5 12.5 12.5 

B 21 . 0 20 . 5 16.5 15.5 17. 0 18.0 15.0 13 . 0 17 . 5 17 . 5 

C 14.0 15.0 16 . 5 17.0 15.0 15.0 17.0 17.0 9 . 0 9.0 

D 12.5 10.0 15 . 0 11.5 8 . 00 9.5 16 . 0 16.0 

E 10.5 12.5 8 . 5 9 . 5 20 . 5 20. 5 8.0 9. 0 7.0 6. 5 

F 22.0 22.0 19.0 18 . 5 18 .5 20 . 5 18.5 18.5 19.0 19.0 

G 5.0 5.0 8 . 5 7.5 9.5 9.5 5.0 5. 5 11.0 11.0 

H 1.0 1.0 1.5 2. 0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 

I 6.0 6 . 5 1.5 2. 0 7.0 7.0 9. 5 11.5 15.0 14. 5 

J 12.5 17.5 5. 0 4 . 0 13.0 15.0 7.0 8 .0 17.5 17.5 

K 3. 0 2. 5 3. 0 2 . 0 3 . 0 3. 0 3.0 3. 0 1.5 2. 0 

L 3. 0 2. 5 6 . 5 7.5 6 . 0 6. 0 4. 0 4 . 0 3. 0 3. 0 

M 3. 0 4 . 0 6. 5 9 . 5 4 . 0 5. 0 13.0 15.0 4 . 0 4 . 0 

N 10.5 11.0 12.0 11. 5 9. 5 8. 0 13.0 10.0 

0 19.5 19.0 5 . 0 4. 0 

p 8 . 0 8 . 5 12.0 5 . 0 11.5 12 . 0 6. 0 7 .o. 14.0 14 . 5 

Q 17 . 5 17.5 12.0 14.0 11.5 11.0 12.5 12.5 

R 7.0 6. 5 4.0 6. 0 1.5 1.5 l . 5 1.5 6 . 0 6. 5 

s 19.5 15.0 10.0 13.0 20 . 5 18.0 16.0 16.0 10.0 10.0 

T 9 . 0 8 . 5 13.0 5. 5 5.0 5.0 

u 17 . 5 15.0 16.0 18.0 11.0 14.0 

V 15.5 12.5 14 . 0 15.5 14.0 · 13.0 9. 5 11.5 8 . 0 8.0 



Supervisor 11 

11 

22 . 83 

33 .72 

44 . 80 

55 . 68 

TABLE II 

INTER- CORRELATIONS OF FIVE SUPERVISORS 
ON PAIRED COMPARISON METHOD 

22 33 

. 63 

• 78 . 81 

. 45 . 61 

43 

44 55 

. 63 

-------------------------------.------------------------------------------
NOTE: Correlations should be . 40 or better t o be significant at the five 

per cent confidence level. The cor r el ations shou l d be . 51 or better 

to be significant at the one per cent c onfidence leve l. 



TABLE III 

STANDARD CRITERION SCORE OBTAINED 
FROM RANKilIG OF ROUTEMEN BY 

PAIRED COMPARISON ME THOD 

44 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Routeman 

Combined 
Supervis ors 1 

Ranking 

Standard 
Criterion 

Score 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
A 21 15 

B 20 18 

C . 19 20 

D 14 27 

E 12 29 

F 22 10 

G 8 34 

H l 50 

I 6 37 

J 13 28 

K 2 45 

L 5 38 

M 4 40 

N 11 31 

0 9 33 

p 10 32 

Q 16 25 

R 3 42 

s 18 22 

T 7 35 

u 17 23 . 

V 15 26 



Rating sheet ba sed upon The Bal a.need Job . The questions that were 

used on this rat i ng shee t were made up of pertinent questions t aken from 

the end of each chapter of this book. The instructions to t he supervisors 

were to mark the Y (yes) if he considered this quality generally charac

teris tic of the man . He wa.s to mark the? ( que stion) on l y if his obser

vations of the man were too incomplete to judge . A r ank order list was 

obtained by counting the number of times each routeman wa s r ated down on 
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a particular question. According to the way the questions were made , the 

answers were supposed to be answered yes if the routeman was considered to 

be a successful r outeman . 

Table IV~ page 46, gives the actual number of dovm chec ks t h at each 

of the routemen received and also gives the r anking from the results of 

the number of down checks . The routemen were rated by their immediate 

supervisors on this rating sheet . This table shows, for example , that 

routeman A received forty-seven down checks by his immediate supervisor, 

and that on the over -all ranking from this rating sheet he wa s number 22 . 

This means that out of the twenty-four routemen , t wenty- one were considered 

better than he . 

The s upervisor rating sheet . The supervisors and the sales manager 

were asked to vwri te out descriptive statements whi ch they thought were gene 

a lly char a cteristic of successful route~e n . From this list of statements , 

questions were made up in a form of true and false statements . The super~ 

visors were then asked to rate t h e routemen under their supervision on 

this new rating sheet . The instructions were as follows: Below are 



Routema.n 

TABLE IV 

RANKI NG OF ROUTEMEN BY SUPERVISORS USING RATING 
SHEET BASED UPON THE BALANCED JOB 

Actual 
Number of 

Down Checks 
Ranking 

46 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
A 47 22 . 0 

B 25 18 . 0 

C 36 20 . 0 

D 54 24 . 0 

E 10 7.0 

F 42 21 . 0 

G 18 15. 0 

H 1 1.5 

I 9 5. 5 

J 16 14. 0 

K 13 10 .0 

L 1 1.5 

M 20 16. 5 

N 29 19. 0 

0 13 10.0 

p 13 10.0 

Q 48 23 .0 

R 15 13.0 

s 6 4 . 0 

T 4 3.0 

u 9 5. 5 

V 13 - 10.0 

w 13 10.0 

X 20 16. 5 
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statements descriptive of routemen. Some of these statements are true and 

some a.re false . If you consider the statement true of the routeman being 

rated circle the T (true) , or if you consider the statement false of the 

routeman being rated circle the F (false) . If you have not observed the 

oan on this item, circle the number of the question and this statement vrill 

not be counted. 

The questions were organized so that the first question was to be 

answered true , the second question to be answer ed false , the third 

question to be answered true , etc . if the man was considered a successful 

routeman. 

A rank order list was obtained by counting the number of t:imes each 

routeman re.s considered to be down on a particular question . Table V, page 

48 , gives the actual number of down checks t hat each of the routemen 

received and also gives the ranking which resulted from the number of dffivn 

checks . The routemen were rated by their imnediate supervisors on this 

rating sheet . This table shows , for example , that routeman B received 

thirty-two down checks by his immediate supervisor , and that on the over 

all ranking from this rating sheet he is number 23 . This means that out of 

the twenty-three routemen being rated, twenty- two were considered better 

t han he . Routeman A was not rated on this form. 

The combined rating form. The two rating sheets, one based upon 

The Balanced Job and the other prepared by the supervisors , vrere combined 

and all questions that were duplicated or had the same meaning were omitted 

from the new rating fonn . The . questions were then analyzed, and it vras 



Routeman 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

0 

p 

Q 

R 

s 

T 

u 

V 

w 

X 

TABLE V 

RANKING OF ROUTEMEN BY SUPERVISORS USING RATilJG 
SHEET PREPARED BY THE SUPERVISORS 

Actual 
Number of 

Dovm Checks 

32 

18 

21 

9 

20 

11 

3 

15 

2 

2 

5 

21 

7 

4 

15 

13 

14 

15 

3 

7 

12 

4 

29 

Ranking 

23 . 0 

18 . 0 

20 . 5 

10 . 0 

19 . 0 

11 . 0 

3. 5 

16 . 0 

1. 5 

1 . 5 

7. 0 

20 . 5 

8 . 5 

5. 5 

16 . 0 

13. 0 

14. 0 

16.0 

3. 5 

8 . 5 

12 .o 

5 . 5 

22. 0 

48 



deter mined that the questions could be clas sified into s ix categories: 

appearance and neatnes s , delivery habits, collection habits, i n itiative 

an.d attitudes, relat ions wit h customers and other routemen, and sales 

techniques. All of the questions that were on the new rating forms were 

then put into one of these six cate gories . 
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Afte r the ques tions we re divided into t he different cate gories, it 

was possible to determine what particular as pect of a ro uteman 1 s a ctivities 

in which each routeman was deficient . This was found by obtaining a r ank 

order list by counting the number of times t hat each routeman was considered 

to be dovm. on t he se questions. It wa s possible to determine i nter-corre 

l at ions between each of these different categories, and a lso between the 

over-all rank as determined by the paired comparison method •. 

Table VI, page 50, gives the i nter-correlations between appearance 

and neatness , de livery habits , collection habi ts , i n itiative and attitude s , 

relations with customer s and othe r routemen, sales techni ques , and over - all 

ranking based upon the pa ired comparison method . The table gives , for 

example , the correlation of - . 17 between sales t echniques and appear ance 

and neatness . 

Table VII, page 51 , give s the ranki ngs of the routemen on appearance 

and neatness , delivery !18.bits, collection habits, initiative and attitudes , 

relations with customers and other routemen, and sales techniques . The 

table shows , for example, that routeman Bis r ated number 22 on appearance 

and neatness , with a criterion score of 14. He a lso received a r at ing on 

de livery habits of 22 . 5, with a criterion score of 12 . On collection 



TABLE VI 

INTER- CORRELAT IONS BETI'VEEN APPEARANCE .Ai.'ID NEATNESS , 
DELIVERY H..A.BITS , COLLECTION HABITS , INITIATIVE 

AND ATTITUDES , RELATIONS WITH CUSTOMERS AND 
OTHER ROUTEMEN • SALES TECHNI QUES, 

AND OVER.;.ALL RRJKING 

50 

Sales Appearance Delivery Relations Initiative Collection 
Techniques and Habits Customers Attitudes Habit s 

Sales 
Techniques 

Appearance 
Neatness -.17 

Delivery 
Habits 

Re lations 
. Customers 
Routemen 

Initiative 
Attitudes 

Collection 
Habits 

Over- all 
Ranking 

. 55 

. 95 

.75 

. 88 

. 53 

Neatness 

. 44 

-. 28 

-. 05 

. 27 

-.005 

Routemen 

• 34 

. 52 . 73 

. 83 . 87 . 75 

. 56 . 52 . 64 . 39 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~ 
NOTE: Correlations should be . 40 or better to be significant at the five 

per cent confidence level . The correlations should be . 51 or better 

to be si gnificant at the one ~r cent confidence level. 
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TABLE VII 

RANKINGS OF ROUTEMEN ON APPEARANCE AND NEATNESS , 
DELIVERY HABITS, COLLECTION HABI TS , INITIATIVE 

AND ATTITUDES , :ffiLATIONS WITH CUSTOMERS ~m 
OTHER ROUTEMEN , .AND SALES TECBNI UES 

----------------------------------------------- ---- ---- -- ----------------
Appearance Delivery Collection Initiative Relations Sales 

and Habits Habits Attitudes Customers Techniques 
Routemen Neatness Routemen 

* R. c.s. R. c.s . R. c.s. R. c.s. R. c.s . R. C .s. · 
------------------------------------------------------------------------

A ---- --
B 22 .0 14 22 . 5 12 21. 5 16 20 .5 11 17.0 25 14. 0 29 
C 7.0 37 12.0 31 18 . o 22 22.0 7 20.5 14 20.0 14 
D 18.5 20 20 . 5 16 18 . 0 22 19 .0 19 23.0 6 22.5 11 
E 14.0 26 2 . 5 45 2. 5 45 11 . 0 35 13 .• 5 33 6. 0 38 
F 2. 5 43 18. 5 21 21. 5 16 23 . 0 3 22 . 0 10 21 . 0 12 
G 14 . 0 26 12.0 31 21.5 16 4. 5 39 13.5 33 10.5 35 
H 7.0 37 2. 5 45 2. 5 45 4 . 5 39 8 . 5 36 1. 5 43 
I 18 . 5 20 12.0 31 11.5 33 11.0 35 3. 00 40 14. 0 30 
J 2. 5 43 12;.o 31 15.0 27 4. 5 39 16.0 29 13.0 33 
K 2.5 43 2 . 5 45 11. 5 33 4.50 39 8.5 36 10.5 35 
L 11.0 32 7.0 35 2. 5 45 4 . 5 39 3. 0 40 1. 5 43 
M 18 . 5 20 12.0 31 7.0 39 20 . 5 11 18 .5 21 18. 0 24 
N 7.0 37 16 . 5 26 15.0 27 4.5 39 18.5 21 19.0 19 
0 2.5 43 12. 0 31 7.0 39 15. 0 31 3.0 40 16.0 28 
p 18.5 20 12. 0 31 18 . 0 22 11.0 35 13.5 33 6.0 38 
Q 11.0 32 7. 0 35 15.0 27 17.5 27 20.5 14 22 . 5 11 
R 18 . 5 20 18 . 5 22 21.5 16 11.0 35 8 . 5 36 7. 5 36 
s 11.0 32 20 . 5 16 7. 0 39 15.0 31 3.0 40 10.5 35 
T 7 .0 37 2 . 5 45 7. 0 39 4 . 5 39 8 . 5 36 3.0 41 
u 11.0 3f 7. 0 35 11.5 33 11.0 35 8.50 36 6.0 38 
V 18 . 5 20 16.5 26 2. 5 45 11 . 0 35 13.5 33 7.5 36 
w 7.0 37 5.0 40 11.5 33 11.0 35 3.0 40 10.5 35 
X 23 . 0 9 22. 5 12 7.0 39 17.5 27 8.5 36 16.0 28 

*NOTE: R. stands for Ranking and c.s. stands for Criterion Score. 
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habits he recevied a rat :ing of 21 . 5, with a criterion score of 16 . 

A multipl e correlation between the over - all r ank i n g of the routemen 

with appearance and neatness , delivery habits , collection habits , initiative 

and attitudes , relations with customers and other routemen , and sales 

techniques was found to be • 67 . 

Also from this combined form it wa s possible to deter mine the number 

of routemen that we re deficient on each item in the form. The results of 

this form v.e re used in setting up a train:ing program . As was brought out 

in The Bal anced Job , the majority of the routemen were found to be deficient 

in sales techniques . 

Following are items in whi ch the routemen were found to b e deficient . 

The number i n parenthesis i ndicate s the percentage of routemen deficient on 

that item. The number outside the parenthesis indicate s the actual number 

of routemen deficient on that item in each of t he six categories . 

Appearance and neatness : 
He is sometimes partly out of uniform. (65%) 15 . 
He is careless with his bookkeeping. ( 39%) 9. 
He is not always neat in appearance . ( 30%) 7. 
He sometime s needs a shave or haircut . ( 30%) 7. 
He does not keep the products in his carrier looking neat and fresh. 

(26%) 6. 
He does not keep his 
He keeps his book :in 

to run his route . 

Delivery habits : 

truck clean . (26%) 6. 
such a way that it is difficult for anyone else 

(17''/o ) 4 . 

He sometimes does not check :in properly. (70%) 16. 
He does not always use his carrier in makin g delive ries . (48%) ll . 
He is sometimes l ate on loadout schedule. (39%) 9 . 
He is careless about chec king customers who are away for a few days . 

(26~~) 6. 
He does not check his days business ·promptly. ( 22%) 5 . 
He does not recover all the bottles he can. (22%) 5. 
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He hurries through his route . (17%) 4 . 
He does not take the best of care of products on his truck. ( 17~~) 4 . 
He does not maintain a uniform time of delivery for eve ry customer . 

(13%) 3. 
He does not give his route the extra attention which it sometimes 

needs . (13%) 3. 
By better driving he could build goodwill . ( 9%) 2. 
He is carele ss about keeping his returns at a minimum. (4%) 1 . 

Collection habits: 
His collections are not always prompt and re gula r . (57%) 13. 
He does not t ake advantage of debts owed to increase his sales to the 

customer. ( 43%) 10 . 
He is not always accurate in his billing. (39%) 9 . 
His collections do not always build respect and goodwill . 
He is not usually succe ssful in dealing with a "staller" . 
He is not thoroughly famili a r with the ways in which proper . 

collection will build sales . (13%) 3. 
Many of his collections are difficult to ake . (13%) 3 . 

Initiative and Attitudes : 
(35%) 8 . 

( 357{) 
(22Jo ) 

He does things the easie st way . 
He seeks new customers only when the office gives him new leads . 

( 26%) 6. 
He is not a careful obse ryer of what is happening on his route . 

( 26%) 6. 
He thinks that he is a better routeman than he is . (26%) 6 . 
He does not follow his supervisor's suggestions . (221o ) 5 . 
He ma kes little or no effort to improve himself. (22%) 5 . 
He visualize s himself as a deliveryman r a ther than a sales man . 

(17%) 4 . . 

He wastes too much time . (17%) 4 . 
He does not realize the v a lue of going out of his way to g ive 

service . ( 13%) 3. 
Eve rything is routine with him. (13%) 3. 
He seems to be satisfied with the business he now h as . (13%) 3. 

Relations with customers and other routemen : 
He does not look upon complaints as helping him to hold customers . 

(48%) 11. 
Re does not v.or k out an effective plan for gettin g the customer's 

cooperation in building up her regular or der . (48%) 11 . 

8 . 
5. 

He is not always able to back up his statements with f a ct . (26%) 6. 
In his relations with customers he does not always look at things 

from the customers viewpoint. (22%) 5 . 
He do e s not appear to be cultiva ting the friendsh ip of the ch ildren 

on h is route as much as he should. ( 22%) 5 . 
His service is not preventin g complaints as much a s it might . 

(22%) 5. 



He has not fully developed the habit of doing friendly helpful 
service s for his custo mers . (17%) 4 . 
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He appears to exert a bad influence on t he ot her routemen. (17%) 4. 
He has not done his best to build customer satisfa ction by 

"indivi dualizing 11 his service. (13%) 3. 
He does not f ully understand the importance of goo d per sona l 

relations and how easily t hey can be developed . (13%) 3. 
He critizes the company to fellow 1.-.orkers . (13%) 3. 
He does not cooperate f ully with his fellow workers. (13%) 3. 

Sales techni ques: 
He needs further training in meeting t he objections of the woman who 

buys milk at t he store . (70%) 16 . 
When he suggests an extra product, he does not always follow with a 

suggested use for it . (57%) 13 . 
He should make a greater effort to use his carrier as a show window. 

(527o) 12. 
He needs further training in how to meet price ob ject ions . (48%) 11 . 
He needs further training in emphasizing pleasure and enjoyment in 

suggesting cream. (43%) 10 . 
He needs further training in how to point his entire s ales interview 

toward the close . ( 43%) 10 . 
He does not test t he prospect's reaction often enough in the sales 

interview. (43%) 10 . 
He has not worked out a method for getting h is customers to buy 

additional quantities re gularly. (43%) 10. 
He is not devoting enough effort to obtaining new customers . 

( 43% ) 10. 
He does not always put his carrier where the customers will be sure 

to ~ee it . (39%) 9. 
He does not make t he most of holidays and weather conditions . 

(39%) 9. 
He needs further training in how to throw out closing suggestions 

during the sales interview. (39%) 9. 
He should improve his methods for getting sales leads from his 

present customers . (39%) 9. 
He should learn more about the weak spots of each of his competitors . 

(39%) 9. 
He needs further training in methods for handling difficulties 

which may arise from time to time. (39%) 9 . 
He should be more alert in looking for opportunities to sell top-of

the - line products . (35%) 8. 
He is not well enough informed on which of his customers are 

pro~pects for top- of - the- line products . (30%) 7. 
He should develop the habit of calling on severa l ·prospective 

customers daily. (30%) 7. 



He should learn to place more emphasis upon 
additional purchases to the customers. 

He should learn to take better advantage of 
advertising . (26%) 6. 

the advantages of 
(26%) 6. 
the company's 

He should improve his opening remarks to customers and prospects . 
(26%) 6. 
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He should keep better records of his attempts to sell extra products . 
(26%) 6. 

He needs further t~aining in methods for getting temporary orders 
if he f ails to get a regular order. (13%) 3. 



CHAPTER V 

INCIDENTAL FINDINGS 

Techniques for removing erratic, seasonal, and trend influences . 

Sales variations are frequently due to erratic, economic, sociological and 

competitive factors as well as to individual differences in sales ability . 

These factors must be held constant before sales records can be used as 

criteria for validating sales personnel selection devices. 

Chance variations in weekly data were smoothed by computing four 

weeks recentered moving averages . Seasonal indexes were computed from total 

sales for all routes by the link relative method . Seasonal influences were 

removed from individual route sales by dividing each value by the appropri

ate seasonal index . Smooth curves for route sales we re plotted as increase 

or decrease from the vreekly average for January, February, and March, 1946 . 

Three year trend lines of best fit were also plotted for each route and for 

the business as a whole . 

The data were weekly retail route sales of dairy products in units 

during 1946, 1947, and 1948 . 

Relative route improvement or decline for the entire period was 

determined by ranking on the basis of trend increrrents . The more important 

inter- and intra-route comparisons for shorter periods vrere made from the 

coITected time series curves . Such comparisons were virtually impossible 

before the data had been corrected . 

Time series analysis of sales data for economic and erratic fluctu

ations is a necessary step in the evaluation of sales achievement . Such 

analysis can be used to hold constant the variations in individual terri-
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tori.es due to seasonal factors and general rosiness conditions . 'l'b.e study 

confirmed the findings of Dorcus that psychologically useless raw sales 

figures may become meaningful as extra-psychological factors are removed . 

From this, an attempt was made to set up a criterion based upon an 

increase in sales . Although an over-all ranking by the paired comparison 

method may not be as accurate as an objective criterion which attempts to 

hold constant all non-psychological factors, the work involved in the latter 

was found to be prohibitive . Dorcus found that he had to make an analysis 

of the market, and if this had been found true in this study, it would have 

required a great deal of time . 

Test results . A battery of tests was also thought to be of 

importance in the selection of the criterion, but it was decided that the 

best method would be to omit the test results and use the criterion as 

selected . 

Although the tests were not used in the criterion, some interesting 

results were found . The battery of tests included the Wonderlic Personnel 

Test, The Columbia Vocabulary Test, and 'l1he Kuder Preference Record . 

Correlation between the Wonderlic and the over-all ranking as 

determined by the paired comparison method was found to be -. JO . The 

correlation between the Columbia and the over-all ranking was_ found to be 

. 20 . The correlation between the _Columbia and the Wonderlic was . 31 . 

Table VIII, page 58, shmvs the results from the Kuder Preference 

Record . ' his table shows that the average of the routemen for mechanical 

interests is 49 . This means that on the average, fifty-one males out of 

one hundred have more mechanical interests than the average of the twenty

four routemen . The interesting point is that in persuasive interests, the 

average of the routemen is 94, or only six males out of one hundred have 
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Interests 

Mechanical 

Computational 

Scientific 

TABLE VIII 

I NTEREST PATTERN OF TWENTY- FOUR DAIRY ROUTEMEN 
BASED ON THE KUDER PREFERENCE RECOF.D 

MEAN SCORE AND RANGE OF SCORES 

2 (49) 

2 (49) 

3 (29) 

58 

97 

99 

80 

Persuasive 75 (94) ]C) 

Artistic 5 (44) 

Literary 0 (45) 

· Musical 5 (45) 

Social Service 43 (75) 

Cle.rical 2 (44) 90 

Note: This table should be read as follows: The range for mechanical 

interests is from 2 t o 97, with a mean score of 49, or out of one 

hundred men there will be fifty-one that have higher mechanical 

interest scores . The range for computational interests is f rom 

2 to 99, with a man of 49, etc . 

96 

98 

99 

99 



more persuasive interests . On only three items--scientific , persuasive , 

and social service--does the average of the routemen deviate significantly 

from the average of all males . 

A correlation between the Wonderlic and the over-all ranking as 

obtained by the paired comparison rrethod with the effect of the Columbia 

held constant was found to be -.39 . A correlation between the Columbia 

and the over- all ranking with the effect of the Wonderlic held constant 

was found to be . 32 . 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary . The purpose of this study was to develop objective 

measures for evaluating the various elements of job performance of dairy 

product retail routemen. These evaluations have subsequently been used to 

set up a training program which covers all the areas of job performance in 

which the routemen were found to be deficient . 

The basic hypotheses for this study were as follows: that differ

ences in performance of dairy routemen can be measured quantitatively; 

that this performance can be analyzed into different parts; and that the 

relationship between these parts can be measured and identified . , 

A review of the pertinent literature of sales personnel research 

covered the following topics: search f or the criterion, techniques of 

sales personnel research, application blanks and personal history ratings, 

intervievving IIE.thods and interviewers I rating scales, aptitude tests and 

sales personnel selection, and the role of personality and interest 

inventories. 

The De Coursey Cream Company, Wichita , Kansas , was the basis for 

t his investigation. The subjects were twenty-four dairy product retail 

routemen, four supervisors, and one sales manager; all twenty-nine men were 

employed by the De Coursey Cream Company . 

The criterion of success of job performance that was used in this 

study was based upon (1) an analysis of the rating each routeman received 

by the five supervisors using the paired co~parison method; (2) an analysis 

of the rating each routeman received by his irrnnediate supervisor, using 
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a rating sheet based upon the book The Balanced Job; (3) an analysis of the 

· rating each routeman received by his inuoodiate supervisor, using a rating 

sheet. prepared from descriptions of successful and unsuccessful routemen; 

and (4) an analysis of the ratings from the two rating sheets which gave a 

combired form of ratings on the different parts of the job performance-

appearance and neatness, delivery habits, collection habits, initiative and 

attitudes, relations with customers and other routemen, and sales tech

niques . 

The over-all ranking obtained by the paired comparison method would 

probably have been a sufficimt criterion of success if the purpose of the . 

study had been to establish a technique of selecting routemen . However , 

the purpose was to determine objective measures for evaluating the job 

performance in order to set up a training program which would cover all the 

various elements of job performance . Therefore, it was necessary to measur 

all these elements in detail, which was done by the roothod of breaking down 

the job performance into different parts and obtaining a ranking on each 

part . 

Conclusions . The conclusions reached in this investigation were 

as follows : 

1. The routemen were found to be deficient on sales techniques, 

which follows the information as revealed in the literature . 

2 . The general impressions of the supervisors were not influenced 

by appearance and neatness, as the correlation between the 

over-all ranking and appearance and neatness is -.005. 

3. Initiative and attitudes appeared to have the highest relation

ship with the over-all ranking, as the correlation was found 

to be .64. 
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4. Sales techniques, delivery habits, and relations with customers 

and other routemen had about the same relationship with the 

over-all ranking, as the correlations were .53, .56, and .52 , 

respectively . 

5. On appearance and neatness, the main item in which the routemen 

were found to be deficient was that they were sometirres partly 

out of uniform. Fifteen of the routemen were found to be 

deficient on this item. 

6. On delivery habits , sixteen of the routemen were found to be 

deficient in that they sometimes did not check in properly . 

Eleven of the routemen were found to be deficient in that they 

did not always use the carrier in making deliveries . 

7. On collection habits , thirteen of the routemen were found to be 

deficient in that t heir collections were not always prompt and 

regular . 

8. On initiative and attitudes , eight of the routemen were found to 

be deficient in that they tended to do things the easiest way . 

9. On relations with custorrers and other routemen , eleven of the 

routemen were found to be deficient in that they did not look 

upon complaints as helping them hold customers . Eleven of the 

routemen were found to be deficient in that they did not work 

out an effective plan for getting the customer's cooperation in 

building up her regular order . 

10 . On sales techniques, sixteen of the routemen were found to be 

deficient in that they needed further training in meeting the 

objections of the woman vm.o buys milk at t he store . Thirteen 

of the routemen were found to be deficient in that when they 

suggested an extra product . they did not always follow w.i. th a 



suggested use for it . Twelve of the routemen were found to be 

deficient in that they should have made a greater effort to use 

their carrier as a show window. Eleven of the routemen needed 

further training in how to meet price objections. Ten of the 

routemen needed further training in how to point their entire 

sales interview toward the close . 

11 . It was interesting to note that on the Kuder Preference Record, 

the average of the routemen was at the 94th percentile on 

per&uasive interests, at the 75th percentile on social service 

interests, and on the other seven interests the average tended 

to cluster around the 45th percentile, with the exception of 

scientific interests which fell to the 29th percentile . 

Suggestions for further research . A further study should be made 

after the pattern set by Darcus , using sales records as criteria for 

validating sales parsonnel selection devices . It would appear that tech

niques superior to his can be worked out for holding erratic , seasonal, 

cyclical, trend, and sociological factors constant . 
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In future applications of either the present technique or the Darcus 

method cross- validation studies should be made to confirm preliminary 

findings . 
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I 

T ANOARO CRITERION SCORES /--OR HANKED 0Hou,---~ 
---- - ----- -----~----- - ---- - --- -

\iila.rc\<: 7
'!, Rank NUMBi:R 0 F PSRSONS R A N K E D 

J. 5 l!l 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 l~ 15 1 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 i31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 ~41 42 43 44 45 ~ 
- ':;1 

1 43 44 45 45 46 46 47 47 48 4E, 48 49 49 49 49 50 50 50 50 50 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 ~- 52 53 53 53 53 ! 
2 35 37 38 39 40 40 41 42 42 1..2 43 43 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 46 46 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 'Z 
3 30 32 34 35 36 37 37 38 39 39 40 40 40 41 41 42 42 42 42 43 43 43 4;j 43 44 44 44 44 44 44 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 46 46 46 46 3 
4 25 28 30 32 33 34 35 35 36 37 37 38 38 39 39 39 40 40 40 41 41 41 41 42 42 42 42 42 42 43 43 43 43 43 43 44 44 44 44 44 44 4 
5 17 23 26 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 35 36 36 37 37 38 38 38 39 39 39 39 40 40 40 40 41 41 41 41 41 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 43 43 43 5 

6 16 22 25 27 29 30 31 32 33 33 34 35 35 36 36 36 37 37 37 38 38 38 39 39 39 39 39 40 40 40 40 40 41 41 41 41 41 41 42 42 6 
7 15 21 24 26 28 29 30 31 32 32 33 34 34 35 35 35 36 36 36 37 37 37 38 38 38 38 39 39 39 39 39 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 41 7 
8 15 20 23 25 27 28 29 30 31 31 32 33 33 34 34 35 35 35 36 36 36 37 37 37 37 37 38 38 38 38 39 39 39 39 39 39 40 40 I 8 
9 14 20 23 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 36 36 36 37 37 37 37 38 38 38 38 38 J8 39 39 9 

lD 14 19 22 24 25 27 28 29 29 30 31 31 32 32 33 33 33 34 34 35 35 35 35 36 36 36 36 37 37 37 37 37 38 38 38 38 10 

11 13 18 21 23 25 26 27 28 29 29 30 31 31 32 32 32 33 33 34 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 36 36 36 36 36 37 37 37 37 11 
12 13 18 21 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 29 JO 31 31 31 32 32 33 33 33 34 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 36 36 36 36 36 37 12 
13 12 18 20 22 24 25 26 27 28 28 29 29 30 JO 31 Jl 32 32 32 33 33 33 34 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 36 36 36 13 
14 12 17 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 28 29 JO JO 30 31 31 32 32 32 33 33 33 33 34 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 14 
15 12 17 20 21 2) 24 25 26 2,7 27 28 29 29 JO JO 30 31 31 32 32 32 32 33 33 33 34 34 34 34 34 35 15 

16 1116 19 21 22 24 25 25 26 27 28 28 29 29 JO 30 JO Jl 31 31 32 32 32 33 33 33 33 34 34 34 16 
17 111619 21 22 23 2/. 25 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 30 JO 30 31 31 Jl J2 32 32 32 33 33 33 33 17 
18 11 16 18 20 22 23 24 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 JO JO JO 31 31 31 32 32 32 32 33 33 18 
19 11 16 18 20 21 23 24 24 25 26 26 27 28 28 28 29 29 JO JO JO 31 31 31 31 32 32 32 19 
20 10 15 18 20 21 22 23 24 25 25 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 29 JO JO JO 31 31 31 31 32 20 

21 10 15 l.8 19 21 26 26 27 27 28 28 29 29 29 30 JO JO 31 31 Jl 21 
22 10 15 17 19 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 28 29 29 29 JO JO 30 31 22 

22 23 24 25 25 
21 22 23 23 25 
19 20 21 22 23 
17 19 20 21 22 
14 17 18 20 21 

23 10 15 17 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 28 29 29 29 JO JO 23 
24 10 14 23 24 24 25 26 26 27 27 27~8 28 29 29 29 29 24 
25 9 22 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 28 28 28_~9 29 25 

--------- -------+-----
26 9 14 17 18 20 21 22 23 23 24 25 25 26 26 26 27 27 28 28 28 I 26 
27 9 14 16 18 19 21 21 22 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 27 27 28 II 27 
28 9 14 16 18 lQ 20 21 22 23 23 24 25 25 26 26 26 27 27 !I 28 
29 I 9 14 1 16 18 1 q 20 21 , 22 23 23 24 24 25 25 26 26 27 29 

1--30-------iT==d::======:!:======='===-- ==~"~~---,f------4:: 16_1 __ e __ 1_0 __ 2o_+l _2_1_2_2_22_. _2_J_24_+! _24_· _2_5_2_5_ 2_62_6_111-lt--l _3_0---i 

31 This table converts rankings to a standard scor-; scale '1' 9 13 16 1? 19 20 21 21 22 23 ) 24 24 21.. 25 25 I! Jl 
32 with a mean of 30 and a standard deviation of 10. To I 9 13 10 17 18 20 20 21 22 1 23 23 24 24 25 ~ 32 
33 use the table, first determine the number of persons d 13 15 17 18 19 20 21 I 22 22 23 24 24 , 33 
34 ranked. Then, enter the table with the rank of th~ in- 8 13 15 17 18 19 20 21 22 22 23 23 I 34 
35 dividual. (A rank of 1 indicate s a person who is third 8 13 15 17 18 19 11 20 21 22 22 23 l 35 

from the top.) At the intersection of the row indicat- 1t----------1---------+-------+--------·--1 
36 
37 

I 38 

ing rank and the column indicating number of persons 8 13 15 17 18 11/ 19 20 21 21 22 I 36 
ranked will be found the criterion scor~. For example, 8 12 15 16 j 18 19 20 20 21 37 
the 4th person in a group of 22 would have a criterion s 12 15 17 l.8 19 20 20 38 
score of 40, while the 17th person in a group of 30 8 12 J 15 16 17 18 19 39 ');-~'f-<:, ':/ 39 

.:• 40 
1----------11 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

would have a criterion score of 29. g 12 14 16 17 18 40 

Richardson, Bellows, Henry & Company 
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